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I. Course Description . This lower-division, writing-intensive course
introduces the history of the European archipelago from about 800bce1500ce. Through lecture, discussion, reading, and writing, we examine
three defining facets of western experience: the Carolingian Empire; the
First Crusade; and the Black Death. Emphasis falls on historical thinking
through critical work with primary and secondary sources. This course has
no prerequisites and assumes no prior knowledge of the subject. Students
are presumed to be capable of critical reflection upon both lectures and
readings.

Objectives. By the end of this course you should be able to 1.) describe
the three key historical developments; 2.) identify major figures in these
developments and assess their contributions; 3.) analyze a variety of kinds
of medieval writings with awareness of authorship, audience, genre, and
scribal culture; 4.) explain the contributions of these three medieval
developments to our contemporary world and the development of western
values.
This course bears a Writing Flag. Writing flag courses are designed
to give students experience with writing in an academic discipline. In this
class, you can expect to write regularly during the semester, to complete a
variety of writing projects, and to receive feedback from your instructor
to help you improve your writing. You will also have the opportunity to
revise your assignments, and to read and discuss your peers’ work.
This course bears a Global Cultures Flag. Global cultures courses
are designed to increase your familiarity with cultural groups outside the
United States.You should therefore expect a substantial portion of your
grade to come from assignments covering the practices, beliefs, and
histories of several non-U.S. cultural groups in the past.
II. Assignment overview, assessment, & grading.
A. Regular attendance and frequent participation
=
20%

B. Paragraphs & Questions
=
10%
C. Article worksheets
=
10%
D. Three essays
Essay 1: first draft 2% / peer reviews 3% / final draft 5%
=
10%
3-4 pages on assigned source and topic.
First draft due 12 Feb; Final draft 21 Feb
Essay II: first draft 4% / peer reviews 6% / final draft 10%
=
20%
4-5 pages with assigned source, open topic.
First draft due 19 March; Final draft 26 March
Essay III: first draft 6% / peer reviews 9 % / final draft 15%
=
30%
5-7 pages with open source & topic based on your
research.
Topic, source, and research trajectory must be ok’d
beforehand
in a meeting with your professor.
First draft due 18 April; Final draft 2 May
III. Format and Procedures
.
A. Readings . Most of our readings are posted on Blackboard (bb). You
should purchase the following books:
Rosenwein, A Short History of the Middle Ages (optional,
strongly recommended)
Anonymous, Song of Roland (tr. Merwin)
Boccaccio, Decameron (tr. Musa & Bondanella)

B. Policy on Attendance and Participation: Students are expected to:
1. attend all class meetings. After 3 absences, every subsequent absence
will reduce your final grade by 5 points. Absences due to illness must
be documented.
2. prepare all reading assignments thoughtfully and on time. Always
bring your readings to class.
3. participate wholeheartedly in all class sessions. You cannot under any
circumstances get an A in this class without regular, thoughtful
contributions to discussion.
4. submit written assignments on time in a format that demonstrates
respect for the university, your professor, and yourself. In the heading
put your name, the date, course number and name, title of project. In
the body of the assignment put your best effort.
5. keep in touch with your prof about illnesses or other matters that may
interfere with coursework.

C. Policy on Blackboard and Electronic Devices. I will use the
course web site on Blackboard to post readings, instructions for
assignments, and announcements – check the site regularly (at least
weekly) for new information. It is your responsibility to maintain a
functioning email account linked to Blackboard.
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Read university policy at:
http://www.utexas.edu/its/policies/emailnotify/html
All students have the right to learn in a supportive environment: don’t let
your use of a laptop or mobile device distract others. Laptops and
messaging devices may be used, WITHOUT ANY SOUND, during lectures or
class discussions ONLY for note-taking or instructor-directed websurfing.
*******To record audio or visuals of lectures you must have a written
consent from the professor.*******

D. Policy on Religious Holy Days. Religious holy days sometimes
conflict with class and examination schedules. It is the policy of UT-Austin
that you must notify each of your instructors at least fourteen days prior
to the classes scheduled on dates you will be absent to observe a
religious holy day. If you must miss a class, you will have an opportunity
to make up any missed work.
E. Policy on Special Accommodations . At the beginning of the
semester, students who need special accommodations should notify the
instructor by presenting a letter prepared by the Services for Students
with Disabilities (SSD) Office. To ensure that the most appropriate
accommodations can be provided, students should contact the SSD Office
at 471-6259.
Read more at:

http://www.utexas.edu/diversity/ddce/ssd/

F. Policy on Academic Integrity . Students who violate University rules
on scholastic dishonesty are subject to disciplinary penalties, including
failure in the course and/or dismissal from the University. Since such
dishonesty harms the individual, all students, and the integrity of the
University, policies on scholastic dishonesty will be strictly enforced.
Read details at:

http://deanofstudents.utexas.edu/sjs/scholdis.php

Your writing must be your own work. If you plagiarize
egregiously on an assignment, you will fail the course.
Simple rule of thumb: If you use words or ideas that are
not your own, you must cite your sources. Otherwise you
will be guilty of plagiarism.
The General Information Catalog at the University of TX Austin states,
"After a grade has been reported to the registrar, it may not be changed
unless an error was made by the instructor."

G. Sanger Learning Center and Undergraduate Writing Center:
Your student fees pay for these services, so make the most of them to
improve the quality of your class performance and education:
The Sanger Learning Center (http://www.lifelearning.utexas.edu/)
provides free individualized
assistance with such topics as time
management, in-class notetaking, reading efficiency, etc.
The Writing Center website (http://www.uwc.utexas.edu/): “The
Undergraduate Writing Center
offers free, individualized, expert
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help with writing for any UT undergraduate, by appointment or
on a drop-in basis.” See UWC handouts:
http://projects.uwc.utexas.edu/handouts/ )

*************************************************************************

Schedule of Class Meetings
TENTATIVE

This schedule represents my current plans and objectives. As we go
through the semester, those plans may change to enhance your
opportunity for learning. Such changes, communicated clearly, are
not unusual and should be expected
bb = Blackboard

p = purchase

I. The Problem of Rome’s “Decline and Fall”
Week 1
Tues Jan 15
Thurs Jan 17
assignment.

Introduction
Discussion of reading. Intro to article
Reading prep: Passion of Perpetua & Felicity (bb)
Writing prep: Formulate 3 questions about the

reading that you
would like to discuss in class.
Week 2
Tues Jan 22
Ammianus.

Discussion of article assignment. Intro to
Reading prep: Choose an article about the

“Passion”
from those posted on bb and read it.
Writing prep: Fill out the article worksheet (bb).
Be prepared to
present your analysis to the
class. You may work with a partner on
this
assignment. If you do, turn in just one worksheet with both your
names on it.
Thurs Jan 24
identities.

Discussion of reading. Intro to barbarian

Reading prep: Ammianus, Histories, excerpt, with
reading guide (bb).
Writing prep: Write a paragraph on the Ammianus
excerpt: what
happened? Why? What did those events signal, for
Ammianus, about
Rome’s strengths and weaknesses?
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Cite pages to back up your claims,
quote. If you do quote, be selective and brief.

even if you don’t

II. The Nature of Charlemagne’s New Empire
Week 3
Tues Jan 29

Discussion of reading. Intro to Carolingians.
Reading prep: Pohl, “Barbarian Successor States”

(bb).
Writing prep: Fill out the article worksheet (bb).
Be prepared to
present your analysis to the
class. You may work with a partner on
this
assignment. If you do, turn in just one worksheet with both your
names on it.
Thurs Jan 31
Discussion of reading. Intro to Carolingian
social organization.
Reading prep: Einhard, Life of Charlemagne (bb)
Writing prep: Formulate 3 questions about the
reading that you
would like to discuss in class.
Week 4
Tues Feb 5

Discussion of reading. Intro to polyptyque exercise.
Reading prep: Review Einhard with an eye to social

structure. Read
the capitulary De villis (bb)
Writing prep: Write a paragraph in which you
evaluate, on the basis
of De villis, the economic and bureaucratic
sophistication of
Charlemagne’s empire. Cite pages to back up your
claims,
even if you
don’t quote. If you do quote,
be selective and brief.
Thurs Feb 7
Discussion of polyptyque exercise. Intro to
Essay 1 assignment.
Reading prep: Review Einhard with an eye to the
economy.
Writing prep: Complete the polyptique exercise (bb)
Week 5
Tues Feb 12

Essay I first draft due. Discussion of Letters.
Reading prep: Read the Two Letters from
Charlemagne (bb).
Writing prep: Bring paper copies of Essay I first
draft for each
member of your group, and one for your prof.
Distribute in
class. You’ll get them back next class.
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Thurs Feb 14
Small group discussion of Essay 1 first
drafts. Intro to Song of
Roland
Reading prep: Read the essays by members of your
group.
Writing prep: Complete a peer evaluation form (bb)
for each
essay from your group. You may, in addition, mark
on the
essays. Return the essays to their authors in class
with evaluation
forms attached.

III. Why Crusades?
Week 6
Tues Feb 19
Crusades.

Discussion of reading. Introduction to the
Reading prep: Read Song of Roland (p)
Writing prep: Formulate 3 questions about the

reading that you
would like to discuss in class.
Thurs Feb 21
Chronicles.

Discussion of reading. Intro to Hebrew
Reading prep: Urban II’s Clermont speech (bb) and

Madden’s
overview of the First Crusade (bb).
Writing prep: Essay I due in final draft.
Week 7
Tues Feb 26
chronicles.

Discussion of reading. Intro to crusading
Reading prep: Solomon bar Sampson excerpts (bb).

RileySmith article (bb).
Writing prep: Fill out the article worksheet (bb).
Be prepared to
present your analysis to the
class. You may work with a partner on
this
assignment. If you do, turn in just one worksheet with both your
names on it.
Thurs Feb 28
orders.

Discussion of reading. Intro to military
Reading prep: Gesta francorum excerpts (bb).
Writing prep: Write a paragraph on the anonymous

author’s
identity as you see it expressed in the reading. Cite
pages to back up your
claims, even if you don’t
quote. If you do quote, be selective and brief.
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Week 8
Tues March 5
assignment.

Knighthood.

Discussion of reading. Intro to Essay II
Reading prep: Bernard of Clairvaux, New
Writing prep: Formulate 3 questions about the

reading that you
would like to discuss in class.
Thurs March 7
No class meeting. Extra office hours to help
with Essay II planning.
*****************************************SPRING
BREAK*****************************************
Week 9
Tues March 19
exchange.

Essay II first drafts due. Intro to global
Reading prep: Optional: over break read Malcolm

Barber, The New

Knighthood: A History of the Templars (1994/1995).
Writing prep: Bring paper copies of Essay II first

draft for each
member of your group, and one for your prof.
Distribute in class.
You’ll get them back next class.

4. Unification of the World by Disease: The Plague in
Europe
Thurs March 21 Small group discussion of Essay II drafts. Intro to
medieval medicine.
Reading prep: Read all the essays from your group.
Writing prep: Complete a peer evaluation form for
each essay from your
group. You may, in addition, mark on the essays.
Return the essays to
their authors in class with
evaluation forms attached.
Week 10
Tues March 26

Discussion of reading. Intro to Boccaccio.
Reading prep: Cohn article (bb).
Writing prep: Essay II final drafts due. Fill out the
article worksheet (bb).
Be prepared to present your
analysis to the class. You may work with a
partner on this assignment. If you do, turn in just one
worksheet with
both your names on it.
Thurs March 28 Discussion of Boccaccio’s introduction. Intro to the
Decameron
Reading prep: Decameron (p) assigned pages.
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Writing prep: Write a paragraph evaluating the
trustworthiness of
Boccaccio’s report. Cite pages to back up your
claims, even if you don’t
quote. If you do quote,
be selective and brief.
Week 11
Tues April 2
assignment.

Discussion of reading. Intro to Essay III
Reading prep: Decameron Day 1, story 1; Day X,

story 10.
Thurs April 4
How to find a topic.
Week 12
Tues April 9
topics. Sign up to

Library meeting: Intro to sources on plague.

Discussion of first research trip and possible
meet with professor between today and next

Tuesday.
Thurs April 11
Essay III.
Week 13
Tues April 16
Essay III.
Thurs April 18

No class meeting. Extra office hours for

No class meeting. Extra office hours for
Essay III first drafts due.
Writing prep: Bring paper copies of Essay IIII first

draft for each
member of your group, and one for your prof.
Distribute in class.
You’ll get them back next class.
Week 14
Tues April 23

Small group discussion of Essay III drafts.
Reading prep: Read all the essays from your group.
Writing prep: Complete a peer evaluation form (bb)

for each essay
from your group. You may, in addition, mark on the
essays. Return
Return the essays to their authors in class with
evaluation forms
attached.
Thurs April 25
No class meeting. Extra office hours for
Essay III revisions.
You must meet with the professor today or on
Tuesday.
Week 15
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Tues April 30
No class meeting. Extra office hours for
Essay III revisions.
If you did not meet with the professor of Thursday,
you must
make an appointment for today.
Thurs May 2
discussions.

Essay 3 final drafts due. Presentations and
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